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As an IDEXX Radiologist, you will use your expertise to provide critical diagnostic information to

our customers, enabling veterinarians and pet owners to make the most informed decisions for

the care of their animals.

As an IDEXX Radiologist you will:  

Work from almost anywhere in the world . As a global company, IDEXX offers

employment contracts in 30+ countries and provides a wide range of local benefits.

Achieve your ideal work/life balance  . You can expect a 30-hour work week and an optimized

schedule as a full-time employee. You can also choose to work as a prorated part-time

employee or as an independent consultant.

Be part of a collaborative team  spanning five continents. From day one, you are assigned

an experienced and knowledgeable mentor who will help guide and support you.

Give back to your college and your community  . Our team regularly contributes to the

radiology community by hosting resident CE events. IDEXX also provides employees up to 16

hours of paid volunteer time off per year to support their philanthropic pursuits outside of IDEXX.

Use our innovative platform to read and dictate reports. Your efficiency is enabled with

features like automated hanging protocols and the ability to send a case to the support

team with a click of a button.

Attend internal and external Continuing Education events. We encourage participation in

conferences, and IDEXX will reimburse employees’ eligible expenses. 
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Have a vested interest in our company. Radiologists who work 75 percent time or greater,

receive an annual stock award . 

24-hour specialist and IT support teams are available should you need them.

Telemedicine Support Veterinarians  reduce the amount of phone calls and follow-up you

do, so you can focus on helping more patients.

What You Need to Succeed   

You are board-certified or residency-trained radiologist (DACVR, DECVDI, FANZCVS

(Radiology)) with a passion for helping people and pets. 

You demonstrate excellent written and verbal communication skills in English. 

You have strong attention to detail and organizational skills. 

You are analytical, can prioritize, and excel at problem-solving. 

Talk with your friends who work with IDEXX Telemedicine Consultants worldwide or schedule an

informational conversation by contacting:�. 

IDEXX Telemedicine�can work for you. Whether you are looking for peer collaboration,

contributions to the profession, educational outreach, additional income, flexibility, better

work/life balance, or career development, we can provide the avenue to make it

happen.�Visit our talent page at to learn more about our team. 

Why IDEXX  

We’re proud of the work we do because our work matters. An innovation leader in every

industry we serve, we follow our Purpose and Guiding Principles to help pet owners

worldwide keep their companion animals healthy and happy, ensure safe drinking water for

billions, and help farmers protect livestock and poultry from diseases. We have customers in

over 175 countries and a global workforce of over 10,000 talented people. 

So, what does that mean for you? We enrich the livelihoods of our employees with a positive

and respectful work culture that embraces challenges and encourages learning and

discovery. At IDEXX, you will be supported by competitive compensation, incentives, and

benefits while enjoying purposeful work that drives improvement. 



Let’s pursue what matters together. 

Apply Now
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